Who controls resources dominates the world.
1 As the grain and blood for the development of industry, mineral resources impact the national economy and society increasingly with each passing day. But at the legal level, the Mineral Resource Law issued in 1986 and revised in 1996, which is the basic regulation for resource allocation and utilization, fails to sufficiently correlate with the Property Law issued in 2007.
2 As aresult, it is prejudicial to enhance the readjustment and protection of the exploitation of resources. The novel Mineral Resources Law is under revision. The revised Mineral Resources Law shall defer to the Property Law and emphasize the settlement of conflicts between mining rights and state ownership of natural resources, mining rights and land rights, and between different mining rights so as to build a favorable legal order. TSINGHUA CHINA LAW REVIEW [Vol. 5:186 
I. THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF MINING RIGHTS & THE FUTURE MEASURES OF THE MINERAL RESOURCES LAW

A. The Mining Right System Established by the Property Law
The Property Law has settled a long-debated problem in academia by clearly defining the categorization of mining right. Chinese theoretical research about the categorization of mining right started late, triggering many disputes. Early scholars held that mining rights should fall within the domain of creditor's rights. 4 In recent years, theoretical circles have agreed that mining rights fall within the scope of property rights and have categorized them as real rights. However, there is much argument over questions such as which sort of real right mining rights belongs to.
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The reasons for this classification are as follows: first, property rights are only formulated and enacted by the law in accordance with Article 5 of the Property Law. Second, mining rights are enacted in the usufructuary rights section of the Property Law and perceived as contained within the usufructuary rights at the level of the construction of the legal system. Article 123 of Part 3 (usufructuary rights) of this Law states, "the mineral prospecting right, the mining right, the water intake right and the right to use water areas or tidal flats for breeding or fishery shall be under the protection of the law." Thus, mineral prospecting rights and mining rights belong to the usufructuary right under the Property Law. In addition, the acquisition of mining rights is through measures such as "bid invitations, auctions and public assignment" and other forms of administration by the state instead of measures based on party autonomy. Hence, mining rights are equivalent to the right to use land for construction due to the similar fashion in which the rights are acquired. Accordingly, mining rights shall be categorized as a chartered real right.
Based on the jurisprudence, this article holds the view that mining rights should be classified as usufructuary rights.
Since mining rights are considered usufructuary rights, the law safeguards the interests of mining right holders to exclusively enjoy their property, namely the exclusive possession, use and benefit of mineral resources. The law also endows usufructuary right holders the right to absolutely eliminate others' interference. the improper intervention from others, including the ownership of mineral resources (" Property Law "the Article 120) and the national public authority (the" Property Law "the Article 121 ). Any specific third party must respect the direct allocation by the mining rights holder of the particular mineral resources and, without permission, shall not infringe upon the owner's mining rights (the "Property Law" Article 34, 35).
B. The Future Response Measures of the Mineral Resources Law
The Civil Law, the norms of the Property Law in particular, is the basis for the legal norms of the Mineral Resources Law. 6 The basic rules of mining rights established by the Property Law provide such legal basis as related system construction. It is important to note that most of the provisions on the adjustment of mining rights in the Property Law are provisions of principle. The thought pattern of China's legislature determines the construction of a concrete system of mining right needs to be done by special law. "In the drafting of the Property Law. . . the law committee of the National People's Congress holds that exploration or mining rights, etc are important civil rights for natural and legal persons. At the same time, the relevant laws stipulate these rights in an all-round way. In order to further improve the situation of these rights, problems can be solved by modifying the relevant laws and by using the Property Law to interpret the provisions." In general, the usufructuary right system is composed of four parts: the creation, exertion, alteration and elimination. There are problems in the Mineral Resources Law in terms of the acquisition and implementation of mining rights conflicting with related rights.
As a special law adjusting the legal role of mining rights, the Mineral Resources Law should improve the ownership of mineral resources and mining rights system in accordance with the Property Law.
The current Mineral Resources Law was first formulated and enacted in the 1980s. Although it was revised 10 years after its first implementation, it lacks the concrete structure of the real right system due to intensive administration by the state and the ignorance concerning the protection of private right at that time. The future revision of the law should center on mining and usufructuary rights, and adjust the legal relation more than what has been done between the equal civil subjects. For instance, a usufructuary right holder renting a house returns the intact house to the owner after living for a period of time. During the effective period of the usufructuary right, the owner still enjoys the ownership of the house and the usufructuary right holder has the right to use the house only. Now if a usufructuary right is created on bread, the result will be quite the opposite. For bread is made for eating and will inevitably be eaten if its owner leases the right to use the bread. The ownership will definitely be eliminated with the consumption of the bread. Hence, a usufructuary right on bread is an act of transferring instead of borrowing. Therefore, a majority of scholars consider the relation between mining rights and mineral resources is equivalent to renting out a piece of bread. When a usufructuary right is created for mineral resources, the mining right holder acts more like an owner in actual practice. This understanding must be viewed in light of a legal tradition that attaches great importance to the protection of publicly-owned property. The reason for this importance is that the state is the only main body of the ownership of mineral resources . In fact, Article 9, Item 1 of the Constitution states that state ownership of natural resources shall not be infringed or transferred. Does the definition of mining rights in the Property Law violate the theories of this law? Does it infringe the state ownership?
All of these questions require clarification that addresses the particular nuances of the Chinese legal context. It would be best if the upcoming Mineral Resources Law could provide proper and accurate answers.
I will attempt to show how the classification of mining rights as usufructuary rights can be shown to not violate real rights theories and that the stipulations of the Property Law are in conformity with legal theory. Under the theory of Property Law, mineral resources are consumer goods in that they are consumed once and then can no longer be used for the same purpose.
9 Chinese property law developed from France and Germany and has introduced no innovations to this consumer theory. France and Germany recognize that usufructuary rights can be created for consumer goods, i.e. ownership and the usufructuary rights can be divided for consumer goods. The French Civil Code (Article 587) stipulates, "if the usufructuary right is applied to objects that cannot be otherwise used unless consumed, such as money, cereals, beverages, etc, the usufructuary right holder is entitled to use the object. However, the holder shall pay the same amount and quality back, or the value calculated on the date when it was utilized before the termination of the usufructuary right." The German Civil Code also recognizes the legal effect of usufructuary rights on consumer goods. Meanwhile, German theory on property law also holds that though the characteristics of consumer goods is of unrepeatable use, a usufructuary right can granted on consumer goods as long as they are utilized in a normal way. Hence, no contradiction exists between the characterization of mineral resources as consumer goods and their legal nature as usufructuary rights.
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State ownership of natural resources will be infringed if the usufructuary right on a consumer good goes beyond what would be expected of an owner. Assuming that consumer goods can be usufructuary rights, whether the consumption of the object of the real right is in conformity with the owner's expectations becomes the core of the problem. If the consumption violates the desires of the owner, the usufructuary right holder shall be liable for breach of contract or for violating lawful rights. If the owner anticipates the loss of the goods, his subsequent conduct setting up the usufructuary right is part of his free exercise of ownership. Article 118 of the Property Law states that an entity or individual may possess, use and seek proceeds from the natural resources are owned by the state, and According to Article 119 of the Property Law, the state implements a system of fee-based use of natural resources. Any entity and individual must pay money for selling resources except in situations not prescribed in law. Thus, the state as the owner of mineral resources seems to have realized its objective of setting up usufructuary rights for consumer goods by implementing a system of fee-based use. But the current pattern of bid invitations, auctions and public assignment fails to fully realize the economic value of the mining rights because their value changes and may appreciate. Buyouts only consider present interests in lieu of long-term interests. Instead, "a purchase for once paid in installments" system could be used which would be paid every five years allowing the state to enjoy appreciation in value of mining resources.
In conclusion, the creation of the mining right conforms to the real right theory, which enhances the realization of the state ownership of natural resources. The conflict between mining rights and state ownership is a theoretical misunderstanding. The Mineral Resources Law under revision should acknowledge mining rights as a usufructuary right and accurately state that the rational utilization of consumer goods is granted by the state to avoid obstacles in understanding the creation of mining rights.
III. ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAIR ORDER FOR THE EXERCISE OF RIGHTS, STRAIGHTENING OUT THE VALUE SEQUENCE OF THE MINING RIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS
A. Resolving Conflicts between Mining Rights
Conflicts over mining rights often exist in adjacent mining areas. These conflicts can be divided into horizontal and longitudinal conflicts depending on how the mining areas are distributed. Horizontal conflicts usually involve mining across a land boundary into someone else's land..
Longitudinal conflicts are more complicated. Different mineral resources have different seam depths.. How to determine the mining order has become a key issue in dealing with the longitudinal mining right conflicts.
Resolution of Horizontal Mining Right Conflicts-Priority Over Sapping Galleries
The rational resolution to horizontal mining right conflicts must conform to the basic principle of absolute protection of mining
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MINERAL RESOURCES LAW 193 rights.. This principle claims that the mining right holders of adjacent mining areas should clearly set out the boundaries of their rights.. Foreign legislations may adjust the allocation of mining rights, paying attention to changes in use and requiring that the distribution of horizontal rights should reflect efficiency. China should consider South Korea's "priority over sapping galleries" principle. Article 35 of the South Korea Mining Law provides, "(1)Under the circumstances that the target minerals in the other's adjacent mining area (hereinafter referred to as" adjacent mining area) are identical to the minerals in the deposit of one's registered minerals in his own mining area, one can obtain the acceptance of the adjacent mining area's mining right holder, right lessor, and mortgagor if it is more economical and rational to mine in his own area using former galleries, considering the location of the deposit and the condition of mineral storage; (2) the adjacent mining area's mining right holder, right lessor, and mortgagor shall not unreasonably refuse the acceptance." 11
The Resolution Mode of Longitudinal Mining Rights
In practice, longitudinal mining right conflicts are the most complicated. With the continuous development of mining technology, the ability to exploit minerals in deep zones has been realized. The lack of explicit guidance by the law leads to a lot of arbitrary practices and disputes. So the experiences of foreign countries is worthy of been learned and adopted.
To sum up, "priority over sapping galleries" provides that for adjacent mining areas, one party's mining right holder can ask to merge mining areas if productivity will be improved by production technology or locational advantage. This system entitles the mining right holder who makes the best use of location and technology to obtain the compulsory purchase right to bring the maximum benefits from effective production. The money paid for the merger guarantees the seller's property right.
(1) The Partitioned Mining Right System Partitioned mining right systems are mainly implemented in developed countries, like the United States and Canada. In this system, deposits at different depths can be allocated to different parties for exploitation. For example, in Alberta Canada, there are two ways of dividing mining rights. One way is to divide the sedimentary deposits in one mining area or exploitation area into superficial deposits and deep deposits which can be leased and exploited by different subjects. The other way is to divide one mining area into several sections which can be leased out to whoever is willing to exploit there.
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(2) The Single Mining Right System The single mining right system provides that only one deposit can be exploited at a time when there are deposits at different depths in one mining area. This system has been adopted by Japan. The Article 66 of the Japan Mining Law provides: "1. Minerals lay in different deposits of which two overlap each other. If relevant persons have had the register of alteration for expansion of the mining area or establishment of the mining right concerning the overlap, they could exploit in this overlap part after getting permission of the previous registrant. However, the previous registrant shall not unreasonably refuse the permission."
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B. Resolving the Conflict between Mining Rights and the Land Rights
What's more, Japanese law entitles mining rights in accordance with their registered order. A newly registered mining right holder may exploit an overlap part earlier if permitted by the previous registrants.
Which of the two systems should be selected depends a lot on production safety. The Partitioned Mining Right System demands strong awareness of regulations. They should strictly comply with regulations made with other mining right holders. For example, if one party violates a prior agreement to change a production schedule, the pressure of the entire mine and the change of the stratigraphic structure will exceed other subjects' expectations. The difficulty of tunnel construction will increase, increasing the danger of production. The Partitioned Mining Right System is not suitable for China because corporate technical strength varies and because of a weak awareness of regulations. Moreover, for the Single Mining Right System, an exploitation order starting with superficial deposits and then moving on to deep layers should be advised.. If the exploitation order is otherwise, there will be harm to the original earth structure, which is prejudicial to the protection and exploitation of resources and also violates the purpose of the Mineral Resources Law, which is to enhance sustainable development of society and economy.
The conflict between mining rights and land rights occurs when mining areas are constructed which must occupy urban or rural land. Previously, there has been a prioritization of mines, meaning that mining sites have taken priority over other land uses. This prioritization is the product of absolute resource-dominated thought and its basic starting point is the higher economic value and social utility of mineral resources. 14 Mining right holders can directly apply for land use grants from the Departments of Land and Resources without the consent of land holders in mining areas designated by state planning or for special minerals specified by the state. Under the requirements for the protection of basic farmland and urban and rural construction planning, the Departments of Land and Resources should prioritize to meet the needs of mining right holders for mining land. But the This article suggests that whether the mining land should be given priority depends on the value of the mineral resources to the national economy and resources planning. The law shall prioritize mining for minerals designated by state planning or national regulation. Other mineral resources, especially ordinary building materials such as sands, stone and clay will not be prioritized. To use land for mining, one must obtain the land right holder's permission before the government can transfer the land. Especially when protecting basic farmland has become a major issue, the Mineral Resources Law shall fully consider the significance of exploitation of mineral resources for ensuring economic development and security and shall not occupy basic farmland arbitrarily.
The examination and approval of mining sites needs a full consideration of urban and rural planning. Urban and rural space for development is also an indispensable social resource. "An urban and rural planning approved according to law shall be the basis for urban and rural construction as well as planning administration, and shall not be modified without legal procedures."(Article 7 of the Urban and Rural Planning Law) As a result, even if mining right holders and land owners have reached an agreement, the government may not necessarily respect the parties' common will. Whether or not to expropriate land is based on land planning and administration as a whole. If the administrative organs judge that the land expropriation doesn't conform to town planning, they are entitled to overrule the land application. 
